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Accessible
formats
This report is available in Welsh.
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About the Board and
Community Health Councils
(CHCs)
The Board of Community Health Councils (the Board) has produced
this report on behalf of Community Health Councils (CHCs) in
Wales.
CHCs are independent bodies that reflect the views and represent
the interests of people living in Wales in their National Health
Service (NHS). CHCs encourage and support people to have a
voice in the design, planning and delivery of NHS services.
There are 7 CHCs in Wales. Each one is made up of local volunteer
members who live in the communities they serve, supported by a
small team of paid staff. Each CHC:

Carries out regular visits
to health services to hear
from people using the
service (and the people
providing care) to
influence the changes
that can make a big
difference.

Reaches out more widely
to people within local
communities to provide
information, and to
gather views and
experiences of NHS
services.
CHCs use what they hear
to check how services are
performing overall and to
make sure the NHS takes
action to make things
better where this is
3
needed.

Gets involved with health
service managers when
they are thinking about
making changes to the
way services are
delivered so that people
and communities have
their say from the start.

Provides a complaints
advocacy service that is
free, independent and
confidential to help
people to raise their
concerns about NHS care
and treatment.

The Board of CHCs (the Board) exists to support, assist, advise and
manage the performance of CHCs. It represents the collective
views of CHCs across Wales.
Since the coronavirus pandemic, CHCs have been hearing from
people in different ways. We have not always been able to meet
people on a face to face basis because of the restrictions in place.
We have found that many people have learned new ways of
communicating and doing things differently using technology.
We also know that this doesn’t mean everyone has been able to do
this and so we know that there may be people finding it harder to
be heard.
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What we did
Since we have been living with coronavirus, some of the ways
people have been able to share feedback with CHCs about their
views and experiences of NHS care is by completing our national
and local surveys, or by contacting us via phone, email and website.
The feedback we receive through our on-line surveys is only one
way in which CHCs hear from people locally about their NHS
services.
CHCs also pick up feedback and issues in other ways, including:
▪ through our enquiries and complaints advocacy service
▪ engaging within local communities, through local community
networks, community representatives and groups
▪ monitoring NHS plans and performance, including feedback
and complaints
▪ information shared locally through social and other media.

We asked people across Wales to tell us what is important to them
about their own health and care and the health and care of their
loved ones. We asked them to do this using our survey, or by
contacting us in writing, phone or social media.
We wanted to know so that health and care services can work
together to make sure their plans to deliver services respond to the
things people are worried about and that matter most to them.
Between October and December 2021, we heard from

735

people who responded directly to our survey. CHCs have also heard
directly from people in their local communities. They also ran their
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own surveys to gather views and experiences about NHS services in
their area. CHCs heard from over

2,000 people during these 3

months.
Following on from what we heard during April to September 2021,
we have looked at what people have been telling us and written a
report to say what we’ve heard.
Our report reflects what CHCs heard from people through the
survey alongside what they heard through their day to day activities
in local communities. Our report highlights the key things we have
heard from people living in Wales …..in their own words.
The majority of comments made via our survey were about the
COVID vaccination programme, dental care, waiting times, GP
services and accident and emergency departments. We also heard
about people’s experiences of maternity services, those with life
long conditions, ambulance services and cancer care.
People also had some wonderful things to say about those who
deliver NHS services in Wales. They offered their sincere thanks and
congratulated doctors and nurses on their hard work.
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Who we heard from
Here is a snapshot of the people who are
sharing their views and experiences of NHS
care during the coronavirus pandemic
through our national surveys.
We do not always have the same kind of
information about the people CHCs are
hearing from directly because people do not always tell us
everything about themselves when they come to share their
experiences and views with us.
We heard from over 700 people just through our national
survey in October, November and December 2021.
100% shared their views and experiences in English
Over 61% were women, and around 79% identified as
heterosexual. 98% told us they were cisgender.1
We mostly heard from people within the 18-39 age group.
Around 90% were White (Welsh, English, Scottish, Northern
Irish, British) and 64% told us they had no religion.
Almost 20% were carers and 13% told us they had a disability
or long term health condition
3% were pregnant or had been pregnant in the past 12 months
You can find out in our Equality Plan what we are doing to hear
from different groups of people so that we can better represent the
diversity of the communities we serve. You can find our Equality
Plan on our website www.boardchc.wales.uk
The term used to describe when a person identifies as the same gender as
they were born
1
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What was happening with
COVID-19
Between October and December 2021 lots of changes were made to
the COVID restrictions affecting people living in Wales.
In

October, Wales was at alert level zero but we saw the

introduction of COVID passes for nightclubs and large events in
Wales.
In

November, a second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine was

offered to young people aged 16-17. Face coverings were
reintroduced in schools. Wales was still at alert level zero.
There were some changes for international travel during this
period. This was because of the new Omicron variant which came
into the UK.
In

December we saw the first Omicron case in Wales.

By mid-December the UK COVID alert level increased to level 4,
while Wales moved to alert level 2.
In Wales, the Health Minister announced that all adults, children
and young people would be offered a booster vaccination in the
new year.
There were changes to self-isolation periods and for close contacts
of people who tested positive for Covid-19.
Sporting events also had to be played behind closed doors.
You can see more about the changes that were made, and when, in
the coronavirus timeline published by the Senedd in Wales. You
can find it at the following link:
Coronavirus timeline: the response in Wales (senedd.wales)
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What we heard
GP practices
Once again, we heard from lots of people telling us about GP
services. Some people told us that they were happy with how their
GP practice was providing care.

“Have been able to see or speak
to a GP when we've needed to,
which has been great.”

“Dr has been really
brilliant.”

“Overall the doctors surgery have
been excellent.”

“GP practices have been
fantastic…”

“All good”
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We heard from people about how hard it could still be to get an
appointment in the morning.
“…trying to get an
appointment is absolutely
appalling…”

“Have to phone at 8 am
to make an ‘urgent
appointment’ (even
when not urgent!). May
have to ring over 100
times before getting
through, then
appointments are gone.
Then have to repeat
process on following
day.”

“In our practice at Risca,
you have to phone between
8am and 9am. Often, I
have been hanging on for
40/45 minutes only to get
through and be told all the
appointments have gone for
that day.”

“It's hard to get through on
the phone in the morning to
get an appointment - you
have to start at 8am calling
and re-calling until you're
lucky enough to get in the
queue.”

In December 2021, the Welsh Government announced changes to
the GP contract in Wales. The changes were made to help end the
‘morning scramble’ to book an appointment and improve access for
patients.2

2

Written Statement: General Medical Services (GMS) Contract Reform for 2021-22 (1 December 2021) | GOV.WALES
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We heard from people who told us about their positive experiences
of the ‘e-Consult’ or ‘Ask my GP’ service:
“Very efficient, was responded to promptly and professionally.
Was examined at the surgery on the same day. Very
impressed with the service.”

“I have found using econsult
with my surgery very
effective. I am also a carer for
my father and I have found
this very effective for him
too.”

“It has been good. I like
the initial contact via
eConsult and that I am
not hanging around
waiting for my call to be
answered and that I get
offered an appointment
only if I really need one.
Quite happy with
telephone consultations.”
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Some people told us that using online services to access GP
services did not work for them.

“Tired of phoning for
an appointment only
to be told I have to
do it online”

“The online forms are not the
easiest to use.”

“EConsult system can be
difficult to use sometimes”
“The on line
referral system is
very difficult to
navigate.”

“Absolutely dreadful now
everything is via econsult”

“Another fiasco followed where we were told to use
econsult to submit photos, we found this impossible.

“Using the e-consult is ok for
the initial contact regarding
an issue is ok, but having to
go through ALL the questions
again for follow-up issues is
irritating.”

“…the automated voice tells you
to use the online service whilst
on hold makes it arduous to
actually get through in the first
place and very difficult for those
who aren't tech literate”
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Many people told us that they found their experience with GP
surgery reception staff challenging:
“Train the receptionist better especially with phone
mannerisms.”

“…if I'm ill or have a problem I really don't like phoning as
I find the receptionists rude and extremely
condescending.”

“Unhelpful receptionists.”

We heard that for some people it is still difficult to get a face-toface appointment.
“Telephone
appointments are
not ideal for
everyone.”

“See people face to face ASAP
again …People still get ill and for
most especially older people face to
face is easier.”

“Should be a mix of telephone, video or face to face
appointments depending on type of illness and /or
patients’ preferences. Some patients, especially
elderly, prefer face to face, whilst other, busier people
prefer telephone/video.”
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During this period, CHCs across Wales told us they were hearing
more in their local communities about GP services than any other
healthcare service. Some CHCs reported on what they had heard:
Cwm Taf Morgannwg
CHC did a mystery shopper
exercise to find out how
easy it was to telephone GP
practices to arrange an
appointment. It contacted
49 main GP surgeries
across Merthyr Tydfil,
Rhondda Cynon Taf and
Bridgend.
A copy of the report is on
its website at the following
link - gp-accessmystery-shopper-report

South Glamorgan CHC
(which covers Cardiff and
Vale of Glamorgan), also
asked people to share their
experiences of online
appointments at GP
practices. It had 141
responses.
A copy of the report is on its
website at the following link
–
https://southglamorganchc.n
hs.wales/files/reports/reports
-2021-22/final-onlineappointments-during-covid19-2021-pdf/

Hywel Dda CHC (which
covers Pembrokeshire,
Carmarthenshire and
Ceredigion), also asked
people to share their
experience of GP services. It
had 803 responses.
A copy of the report is on
its website at the following
link - Report Library Hywel Dda Community
Health Council
(nhs.wales)

Swansea Bay CHC heard from
315 people about their
experiences of making
appointments and being seen at
their GP practice. It also heard
about the GP out of hours
service.
A copy of the report is on its
website at the following link –
Report Library - Swansea Bay
Community Health Council
(nhs.wales)
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COVID-19 vaccinations
During this period (October to December 2021) there were a lot of
people receiving their Covid-19 booster vaccinations.
Lots of people completing our national survey during this time
shared their views about their experience of receiving the vaccine.
Most people we heard from told us that they were very happy with
the way they received their COVID vaccinations. Most people told
us that the service was quick and easy, and the staff were friendly
and kind.
“Since registration for covid-19 vaccination, everything
happened very smoothly without any delay. Fantastic service.
Well organised at the site of vaccination. No delay at all. Thank
you for everything.”

"The process was quick and easy. Everything was explained, I
had a great experience.”

“It was pleasant and I felt
well looked after.”

“Very helpful and informative
staff on both visits, can't give
enough praise.”

“Easy, quick and
painless.”
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Although most people were telling us their experience of the
vaccine was a good one, we also heard that some people had some
problems. Some made suggestions to make things work better:

“Everyone I know on my age group (I am 72) has been
offered their booster except me. I have requested one via
the correct form but no reply so far. I can't seem to get any
response. Phone line advises not to call, NHS website tells
me it can't find my vaccination record (I've had both and a
flu jab). GP surgery can't help. I am visiting friends in
England soon and I may have to find a walk-in centre soon.”

“…the booster
was a bit of a
shambles with
over a
hundred
people all sent
for at the
same time.
Was queuing
and waiting
an hour as
opposed to 30
minutes for
the first two.”

“Service awesome but 30 min bus
route from home given public
transport risk - local GP would have
been safer and more convenient.”

“I received a letter from NHS Wales
saying the importance of 1st & 2nd
Covid vaccination and a date to
attend. Having had both vaccines I
thought there had been a mistake. I
took it to my GP who advised it would
be for a booster Covid vaccination.
The letter did not mention it was for
the booster. This is very confusing
and many may disregard the letter
thinking they have had both first
vaccinations.”
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During this time, young people and children were being invited to
have their vaccine. Most of the people we heard from about the
vaccine between October and December were younger people
between the ages 18 and 39.
Lots of young people told us they weren’t used to seeing a doctor
or other healthcare professional. This is because they were usually
well.
Some young people told us they were nervous about getting the
vaccine, but that the staff had made them feel better.
“Staff were helpful, polite and calming. As someone terrified
of needles the nurse did what she could, for it not to be as
bad.”

“The staff made the
experience such a nice and
calming one, they were all
so kind and lovely.”

“Straight forward and
the process was very
simple.”

“Was made to feel very comfortable, was very helpful with
answering my questions.”

“I was very nervous but everyone I spoke to made me feel
very relaxed and assured.”
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Some thought things were organised well.

“Good covid
hygiene,
quick
informative
service.”

“Good, was seen very
quickly and it all felt
very safe. Very well
organised and the lady
that administrated the
vaccine was lovely.”

“Great,
quickly
done.”
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Dentists
Lots of people we hear from share their experiences of trying to get
to see a dentist. When people get to see their dentist, we often
hear that they received good care.

“I have had good
experiences with
dentists and they have
made me feel
at ease.”

“I can say I had
received the best
treatment I've ever had
in my life.”
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Lots of people told us they found it hard to see a dentist when they
needed care urgently. Some people felt forced to pay privately for
dental treatment even though they couldn’t really afford it.
“I had no properly fitting
dentures and couldn't eat
properly and had 3 rotten
teeth, even so I was forced
to go private....by the time
everything is finished I will
have paid almost 800
pounds and I am on
benefits.”

“I have been desperately trying
to find an NHS dentist as I
require urgent treatment.
I have phoned Swansea Bay
Health Board to be told to phone
111, and 111 told me to phone
Swansea Bay Health Board!
I have been reduced to tears by
this experience, and I still
require dental treatment - I
cannot afford private treatment.
I am a royal navy veteran, and
never expected to not be able to
receive dental treatment.”

“Can’t find an NHS dentist. In a
lot of discomfort with cracked
front teeth after accident.”

“Had an abscess. Lost my
filling in the top right. It
was starting to hurt so was
eating on my left side. Due
to this I cracked my tooth.
Was in constant agony.
Took 7 months for them to
actually see me, this is
only because I couldn’t eat
or drink or brush my
teeth.”

“Impossible to get
a dentist in Neath”
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A lot of people told us that they struggled to get routine check ups.
Some people simply couldn’t afford to pay to see a dentist. This
meant they hadn’t seen a dentist for a long time. They were
worried about the condition of their teeth.

“It’s now over 2 years since dentist have been open to their
clients. Wales already has a bad record for bad dental care in
children. How long before check-ups will begin again!!”

“Can’t get an appointment.
The receptionists on the
phone seem angry that I
called.”

“Really difficult to have
check-ups, so teeth are
having to go rotten, before
any work is done!”

“No appointments. I have gone over 2 years without a
check-up. I've had a baby and pregnancy caused a
deterioration in my oral health due to sickness. I have
contacted a dentist for a check due to pain and gum loss but
no appointment since August 2019.”

“I cannot get a NHS
dentist and I cannot
afford to go private so I
haven’t had a dental
appointment for 4
years.”

“Unable to get an NHS dentist. On
waiting list. Had to have treatment
privately - extortionate price. Will be
unable to have further treatment as I
can't afford it.”
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Care for children and young people
Children and young people were also worried about not being able
to see a dentist, and the affect this had on them.

“I have been waiting two years for
braces and still haven't got them
as they won’t take me because it’s
not emergency and my teeth are
getting worse and I also get bullied
for it.”

“Children have
had no dental
care.”
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New appointment arrangements didn’t always suit young people’s
needs.

“E-consult doesn't
cover all options for a
child.”

Waiting a long time for treatment for a physical condition often
affected younger people’s mental health too.

“I have suffered with severe acne since 13 years old, I have
been prescribed numerous creams, washes and 3 different
types of antibiotics from my local GP over the years, the
effects on my mental health with acne has been critical,
I have been prescribed anti-depressants, anxiety tablets as
my acne has contributed to these conditions, it has deeply
affected my education as I have had to end my mental health
nursing degree,
I have been placed on the " emergency" list to see a
dermatologist and I have been registered as urgent since
March 2021, my face is covered in scars due to lack of
treatment and my mental health has been affected hugely.
Every time I enquire about my treatment/appointment with
dermatologist no one can answer me apart from saying I am
recognised as urgent.”
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Waiting for care and treatment
For many people waiting for appointments or consultations, long
waits without knowing when they would be treated was very
difficult.
“I have been waiting for a
hip replacement for over 15
months and no signs of
getting it done I have been
told my hip has collapsed. I
am house bound and have
no mobility. Only time I can
go out is if my husband or
children take me and then I
have to use a wheelchair. I
also been told I might lose
my job though this I have no
quality of life at this time.”

“Been waiting since
April for a consultation
and still not heard
anything, 4 UTI's later
and 6 courses of
antibiotics and a world
of pain.”

“Been awaiting an appointment since October
2019 original was cancelled April 2020 and my
condition has got severely worse and effects my
day to day life and those around me. To be told
sorry we are only seeing emergencies currently
and no time line on when appointments will
resume.”

“I had a new false eye made 2 years ago but I
cannot have it fitted at Glan Gwylie hospital. If I
want it I have to go to Cardiff, so I was told about 5
months ago. It is too difficult to get to Cardiff. I have
heard nothing since!”
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People wanted regular updates, as well as advice, information and
support to help them cope while they were waiting.
“Updates on when we
might expect
appointments to resume
would help.”

“Better communication, it
is almost non-existent.”

“The website could be more
helpful with information.”

“Communicate regularly
even if it is to say no
change at the moment.”

“Email periodically to advise
that we are gradually moving
up the waiting list and
provide alternative options
and a counselling service
would have helped.”

Many people had seen their appointments cancelled again and
again. Some were worried the winter period meant further delays.
“I have been waiting over three years since my referral for
orthopaedic surgery. COVID has caused further delay. Now the
winter pressure has shut the one ward that was opened for
orthopaedic surgery putting everything on hold again.”

“First appointment
early 2019. Four
appointments
cancelled Oct,
Nov,Dec,2019, March
2020.”
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For some people the effects of waiting was devastating for the
whole family.

“My mother was advised that she needed a hip replacement several
years ago. Prior to the pandemic, we were advised it would be
approximately one year.
However the pandemic arrived and things slowed down. This was
understandable, my mother then had an appointment with the
consultant who was great, he advised that her good hip would also
need replacing but this would only take place a year or two after the
first hip replacement, she was advised this would be done and dusted.
By September 21, completed the pre op appointment and had light in
her eyes once again. My mother is in a wheelchair due to the pain and
not being able to move due to the hip. September came and went she
rang the appointments department and they advised there will be no
operations this year, that has been it for my mother she cries all the
time due to her pain and as she is partially sighted she is unable to do
anything for herself any longer, only yesterday she told me whilst I
was with her "that she would be better off out of it all" we as a family
cannot believe that she is being left in this situation, we are not in a
position to pay for the operation (as suggested by the appointments
clerk).
My parents have worked all their lives, myself and siblings all work and
we have all been proud of the NHS however as my mother is on the
urgent waiting list and this is having such a detrimental effect to her
that she is talking about ending it all is the worst comment any
daughter should hear.
Today I have sold my car but that is still short for a hip replacement
operation, do I have to sell my sole too. The whole situation does not
seem fair, in my line of work I work with vulnerable people, I HAVE
witnessed patients who need surgery on an urgent waiting list be
transferred to other hospitals NHS and PRIVATE therefore why is my
mother being left longer and longer to just dwindle away.”
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Some people made suggestions about how to tackle waiting times.
Others wanted to make sure people were able to be seen in all
parts of Wales.

“Why couldn’t one
Hospital take covid
patients which would
leave all other hospitals
operating for general
needs.”

“Have same rules
everywhere. I have
friends in NPT, Cardiff,
Pembroke being seen
what’s the difference”

“Why don’t you get private hospitals to help you to cut
down the waiting lists”
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Cancer care
We heard from people about what was happening with cancer care.
Some people told us how well their treatment was continuing:
“I had my first screening mammogram in
October 2020. I was re-called for further
testing within a week. I was diagnosed
with breast cancer and a lumpectomy was
performed within 2 weeks.
It was then decided that I needed a
completion mastectomy, which was
performed 2 months later. I can't have
asked for better support and ongoing care
from Breast Test Wales and Prince Philip
hospital.
In the midst of a pandemic, my
experience was positive and extremely
efficient.”

“I had to
stay in the
Velindre
hospital for
almost 7
weeks, last
year. The
care I
received
during my
cancer
treatment
was
fantastic.”

Others told us about the difference it made to feel cared for and
about through difficult times.
“Telephone calls from the Doctor have been very successful for
myself.
Effective and time saving for both parties. My husband died on
the 2/4/20 from cancer, the support over this period from
community nursing team was exemplary, empathetic and
immediate.
Family were unable to visit because of restrictions.
The surgery offered support for myself for which I took
advantage over the last 18 months to help through the grieving
process.”
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People told us about their worries that waiting too long for cancer
treatment would affect their long-term chances.

“My mammogram was delayed by a year because of the
pandemic. It was eventually done in May this year.
A few weeks later I was asked to attend the Breast care
centre in Swansea for further examination. 3 weeks later
in August, I was diagnosed with breast cancer, DCIS to
be precise.
I was told that I would need surgery, a lumpectomy to
remove what was classed as non-malignant and noninvasive cancer cells though they were close to becoming
invasive. The operation would take place late
September/early October.
To date I have not been given a date for this surgery but
I have a 3 month follow up appointment on 4th
November. I was told that there is not enough theatre
time allocated because of the backlog in all surgeries.
I am concerned that the cancer will become invasive
before I get this surgery if I don't get to have it soon.”
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Lots of people were worried about the time they had to wait to get
a diagnosis for their symptoms.
“I have been trying to get a
suspicious ulcer on my face
looked at. I had to send a
photograph as nobody
would see me. The GP
agreed that it may be
cancerous and needed
further investigations.
I was referred to a specialist
but this was months ago
and nobody has seen me.
The ulcer has been there for
over a year now and I'm
very worried.
I keep ringing the Dr but
just get told there's nothing
they can do and I just have
to wait.”

“I saw my GP in Mid July
2020. I reported blood in my
stool the previous day. I was
referred for an urgent
investigation to both Royal
Glam and Prince Charles.
Previously I had contacted
my surgery re abdominal
pain in lower left abdomen
both in April and early July.
Prince Charles gave me a
date of 30th Sept.....2.5
months later. Absolutely
disgraceful. I was seen at
Royal Glamorgan in early
September. Still a 7 week
wait.”

“DXA scanning not currently available following breast cancer
treatment. I had to arrange this privately with WIOC at
University of South Wales. Similar experience to breast
cancer diagnosis in 2020. Breast Cancer has made me very
anxious for future treatment now that I no longer work. I
will not be able to afford private treatment in the future.”
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In December 2021, we sent written evidence to the Senedd’s
inquiry into the impact of the waiting times backlog on people who
are waiting for diagnosis or treatment in Wales3. You can read this
written evidence on our website, at the following link What we've
heard from you - Board of Community Health Councils in Wales
(nhs.wales).

Impact of the waiting times backlog on people in Wales who are waiting for diagnosis
or treatment (senedd.wales)
3
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People with life-long conditions
For some people, we heard that it was still hard to get the on-going
care and treatment they needed for their life-long condition. They
were concerned about their condition getting worse.
Sleep apnea: “I use a cpap machine for sleep apnoea. The last
time my machine was checked/serviced was about 2 and a half
years ago and at the time the yearly service was changed to 2
years. I understand the need to cut costs but I am a little
anxious now. Also I have copd and would see the respiratory
nurse for a spirometry test every 12 months, again coming up
to 3 years since my last one and I feel as though my lung
capacity has diminished quite a bit.”

Arthritis: “I have had severe arthritis of both knees for
about 15 years. I saw an orthopaedic consultant 8 years ago
who suggested the most appropriate treatment would be
knee replacement surgery. Unfortunately I also have genetic
lymphedema which is worse in my left leg and the consultant
advised that surgery on that knee was likely to worsen the
lymphoedema. He advised that surgery on the right knee
should be delayed until the pain was unbearable to reduce
the chances of the replacement wearing out in my lifetime.
This year I saw the consultant again as I felt that the arthritis
was seriously effecting my life. He confided that he did not
expect me to last this long but x-ray now showed no cartilage
remains in the joint. However, Covid now means he is not
allowed to carry out "elective" surgery and I would probably
wait 3-5 years for a replacement.”
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Some told us they hadn’t had any follow up checks, contact or
support from professionals about lots of different life long
conditions:
Chronic pain: “I live with debilitating chronic pain, anxiety
and depression along with fibromyalgia. Before the
pandemic hit, I was in the process of coming off some of my
strong medication. The withdrawal process was brutal, with
sickness and many other side effects. I was then advised to
maintain the dosage due to the added risk of being poorly
with covid. Now I nearly feel ready continue the process but
as appointments are emergency only I’m not sure where
that leaves management of chronic/long term condition.”

For others, we heard that they had received excellent care and
follow up in an emergency, but getting to see a GP could still be
hard.

Asthma: “Following a collapse, where I couldn't breathe, one
month ago, I was admitted to hospital…After 2 days I was
moved to a ward. Throughout, I witnessed the tremendous
strain all the staff are under, but the care was still excellent. I
was diagnosed with Adult onset asthma & after being
discharged, I was seen by an Asthma nurse within 2 weeks. I
also have an appointment in 3 weeks with a Thoracic
Consultant. If I have any complaint, it would be with not being
able to access my GP. Following my hospital stay I tried to get
an appointment with my GP, as I had another scare with my
breathing, but was unable to make an appointment.”

Renal: “Excellent, efficient”
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Urgent and emergency care
We heard from lots of people about their care and treatment in
Emergency Departments. For some people, their experience was a
good one.

“I was admitted on Wednesday I think into
A&E and quickly was admitted, the nurses
put me on a drip and antibiotics, two
surgeons came down and told me it wasn’t
my appendix it was colitis. The nurses were
absolutely amazing, nothing was too much
trouble for them, they looked after me until
the Friday and then put on the ACDU ward
for the weekend. The same on this ward
amazing staff can’t thank them enough, I
was in agony and they really made me
completely comfortable.”

“Waiting times were
significantly good
and I felt safe
despite ongoing
circumstances.”

Others had to wait a long time, or were frightened having to deal
with things alone.

“Waited two nights for a
bed, slept on a chair in
A&E for that duration.
The nurses were overrun
I really felt for them.
However, everyone was
really attentive, the care
is always second to none
despite the workload.”

“It was a very frightening
experience to be sent to
A&E, told you need
urgent surgery without
being able to have any
visitors.”

“Couldn't ask for more but
waited a long time which
is understandable.”
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For lots of people, the pressures on emergency services had a big
impact on their care and treatment.

“I brought my 84 year mother to GUH as requested by hospital the
evening before…told to attend assessment centre. Presented to
reception to be told no-one was expecting us and to go to A&E.
Explained predicament…that my mum was expected by orthopaedic
team and they said they would try to get hold of them.
To wait in reception…went to ask what we were waiting for...had they
contacted orthopaedics, they said no they couldn't get hold of anyone.
So we had been sitting for 3 hours waiting for orthopaedic even to be
contacted!!! I then rang bed manager on call who went down to
orthopaedic ward…and tracked down doc who said she'd been waiting
for us.
Eventually saw doctor who said mum needed bloods, xray and
operation. 7 hours now still waiting for xray and trolley. The worse
thing is that there is NO communication with patients here, or
appearing to coordinate anything. Elderly Patients have been here for
26 plus hours without a meal on hard metal chairs. Barbaric.”

“My father was wrongly
diagnosed on two
occasions after suffering
a TIA and ended up
having a large stroke
and died.”

“Went to Bronglais A&E with severe
stomach pain, sickness and signs of
infection. After waiting a few hours
to be seen I was given painkillers
and blood tests and sent home at
1:30am due to lack of beds.”

“At 4 hours the display changed to 7 hours. At 6.5 hours
display changed to 22 hours. We were left to take mum
to the toilet and look after her. We were not provided
with any food or water.”
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Some people told us what they thought could be done to make
things better in Emergency Departments.
“Better communication
between staff members,
advice on what the plan
is (information for the
patient and parents).”

“Triage patients better,
patients should be seen
in priority order not the
order they arrive. “

“If the actual times were
online I suspect people
who don’t need to be
there wouldn’t bother.
I was at a follow up
appointment with my son
waiting in A&E witnessing
people coming in, seeing
the 12 hour wait then
deciding not to bother. It
shows they should have
been at another service.”

“After triage (which appears to work quite well) timings need
to be tightened up. I think a 13+ hour wait for a 91 year old
is totally unacceptable. Aftercare should be tightened up –
Mum should not have had to go home not knowing what
support would be given to her.”

“Not lie
about hand
over times
and just
advise
correctly.”

“I feel like listening to the people more
about how they are feeling.”
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Waiting for an ambulance
During this period we heard from lots of people about very long
waits for an ambulance.

“Time stated was 5 hours
and it took 14+hours to
arrive. Need to improve
response times. Support
was offered on call but
received nothing once
ambulance arrived.”

“My husband suffered a
heart attack at home this
week. I rang the
emergency number and
they said they would send
an ambulance. They also
said that there was a five
hour wait for an emergency
ambulance!

“There is not enough, can't
get one ... wait hours.”

After waiting two hours his
condition worsened and I
rang the emergency
number again, only to be
told that there no
ambulances available, even
for a heart attack.
They did eventually send a
taxi which took him to
Carmarthen, before
transferring him to
Morriston, where he is
recovering from a heart
attack and where he
remains.”
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Some people told us the ambulance service was so busy they were
asked to take the person directly to the Emergency Department
themselves to avoid a long wait.
“We rushed over - phoned ambulance - again promising
ambulance in approx 2 hours. My husband and I agreed we
would bring her to A&E.”

Most people tell us they receive a good service from ambulance
staff once the ambulance arrives.
“I got some really good support from the ambulance service
when I tried to end my life. They sat with me for ages and
waited until I was ready to talk.”
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Maternity services
The COVID restrictions continued to have a big impact on some
people and their families. This affected pregnancy, birth and postnatal care.

“I gave birth earlier this year and I found the whole
experiencing needlessly traumatic & could of prevented me
from having birth trauma and a mental health breakdown
following the birth.
The service does not listen to the needs of women.
My husband was prevented from being with me during my
induction and postnatally (I ended with an emergency csection). After the birth he was asked to leave immediately.
This was not a proportionate response to the level of cases
in Wales at the time and local area. Equally no pragmatism
was taken, my husband could of had lateral flow testing etc.
I was poorly cared for on the postnatal ward and deprived of
pain relief on the antenatal ward. As a consequence I now
need trauma counselling, have experience PTSD and PPD,
my husband has had to take time off work because my
mental health was destroyed by the experience.
Women need support before and after childbirth, this policy
actively causes harm. Cwm Taf health board now have the
strictest restrictions in the whole of the UK, a service that
does not care one iota about its parents.
I can’t change the circumstances of my son’s birth, but this
could of been prevented. When we complained they did not
care about their actions and were apathetic at best.”
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“Awful experience delivering at POW.
Birth partner not allowed in. No visiting.
Disgusting lack of ‘support’ from those
working on the ward. Staff are clearly
overworked and understaffed.
Not my first birth but by far the worst.
No autonomy once I entered the ward. My
wishes were not respected in regards to
my birth with no medical reason which I
was assured during my birth debrief.
The lack of support from family/friends
being kept from my other children
following the birth.
It is almost as if mothers are being
expected to choose between their
newborn and the children they have at
home. The rest of the country is returning
to normal yet maternity services are as
restricted as they have been throughout
the pandemic.
Staff in POW need better training on
communicating with their patients and
listening to the concerns, worries and
wishes of birthing women.”
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We heard from lots of people about their birth experience following
the announcement in September 2021 of temporary changes in
maternity care in the Neath Port Talbot area. The health board had
to close the Neath Port Talbot birth centre and suspend home births
because of staff shortages. The service was missed by everyone.
“I recently delivered my second child in the car park at singleton
with my partner in attendance. We had planned home birth,
then reverted to NPT birth centre when home birth was
suspended. NPT birth centre was shut the day before I
delivered.”

“Overall thanks to the staff shortages, which are absolutely not
my problem, we experienced unnecessary long car journeys
during labour, were not able to get food on site, nearly birthed
our baby in mumbles car park, and my partner missed the birth
of our second child!! All followed by an awful night stay. My
experience was totally ruined by the postponement of home
births and births at NPT. It is an experience that will stay with
me forever.”

“I feel like the
closure of the
birth centre at
Neath Port
Talbot has
introduced a
massive
amount of
stress and
anxiety for me
as a first time
mum.”

“As a midwife I would like to voice my
concerns over the reinstatement and
provision of the wonderful facilities at
NPT Birth Centre. It is a valuable and
wonderful service benefiting women and
their families for their future. However I
worry if and when the Birth Centre
reopens that if the Community don’t
use it they will lose it. The care women
receive is second to none in a true
home from home environment. I really
hope we’re open again very soon.”
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“Expressed wishes to have a home birth after a very traumatic
first birth being in hospital with poor outcome. The current
suspension of home birth services in Neath Port Talbot is
devastating to me and many others also pregnant in my area
approaching their due dates.
It’s so important to me to have support and to labour in a
comfortable and safe environment at home to avoid
unnecessary intervention in hospital. I hope this can be solved
soon to provide an adequate services for pregnant women in
our area and reduce strain on the local hospitals.”
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Some CHCs took action to find out more about maternity services
for people living in the counties they served.
Hywel Dda CHC heard about people’s different
experiences having a baby in Carmarthenshire,
Ceredigion and Pembrokeshire. It heard about things like
birth support, help with breast feeding and womens
mental health during and after pregnancy.
The report is available on its website at the following link
Report Library - Hywel Dda Community Health Council
(nhs.wales)

Powys CHC has an ongoing survey about Maternity
services provided by Shrewsbury and Telford Hospital
NHS Trust. It is hearing from Welsh patients on their
views and experiences on maternity services over the
border. You can see complete the survey at this link
Maternity Services provided by Shrewsbury and Telford
Hospital NHS Trust - Powys Community Health Council
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Mental health and wellbeing
We didn’t hear so much from people with mental health issues
during this period, although we know that getting support quickly
was still a problem.
We heard how people’s mental health continued to be affected
because of the pandemic. Some people shared with us how their
local services had responded well.
“I have found the mental
health service very useful
and supportive. Suffering
with depression and
PTSD. Counselling, my
wife’s support. I have
now started EMDR which
gives me hope I may be
treated.”

“I struggled with my mental
health especially during the
pandemic. I felt that it would
be better if I got support or
started back on the
prescribed medication I
took. A quick phone call
later to my GP and I had a
phone consultation the same
day.”
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We also heard some suggestions about how things could be done
better.

“Provide more accessible mental health aids. Improve GP
phone lines. Make online doctor consultancy available to
under 18s.”

During this time one CHC worked with its local health board to hear
from people with severe mental health problems about their care in
hospital.

Aneurin Bevan CHC
worked with its local
health board’s Person
Centred Care Team to
carry out virtual visits.
It heard from people
about their care while in
hospital. It spoke with
40 people through these
visits.
You can read its report at
the following link
Inpatient Mental health
Services – October 2021
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Praise and thanks to NHS staff
Lots of people continued to share their thanks to NHS staff for the
care they provided when things were so difficult.

“Given the circumstances
the NHS coped admirably.
Diolch yn fawr!”

“I think you’re
doing a sterling
job”

“Exceptional service during a
very unpredictable time,
thank you.”

“I think the NHS has coped admirably in
such difficult conditions. We all owe you
a huge debt of gratitude.”

“The NHS is stretched and it is sobering to experience first
hand how hard staff are working under difficult conditions
whilst being polite and courteous.”
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What else CHCs did to hear
from people locally
Here are some of the things CHCs did locally between October and
December 2022.

Aneurin Bevan CHC reported on the
outpatients diabetic service in its area. The CHC
wanted to know how people were supported during
the pandemic and since restrictions had eased in
2021.
The CHC also heard from people being cared for at
the Royal Gwent, Nevill Hall and Ysbyty Ystrad
Fawr hospitals.
Patients using Maxillofacial and Head & Neck Cancer
services at the Grange University Hospital shared
their experience of receiving care.
The CHC heard from the health board about what it
was going to do about the things people told the
CHC needed to get better in the Emergency
Department at the new Grange University Hospital.
It did this by replying to the CHC’s
recommendations.
You can read the reports of these activities on the
CHCs website at the following link
Report Library - Aneurin Bevan Community Health
Council (nhs.wales)
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In west Wales, Hywel Dda CHC found out
people’s views on children’s services in the area. It
spoke to 84 people about their experiences. A report
will be published shortly and will be available on its
website.

North Wales CHC held 5 virtual events, and 8 face
to face events focusing on speech and language
therapy services in North Wales. It spoke to 25 people.
You can read the report on its website at the following
link
https://northwaleschc.nhs.wales/files/saltengagement-nwchc-final-report-eng-pdf/
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South Glamorgan CHC published reports of the NHS
experiences of LGBTQ+ people and people with sensory
loss living in Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan.
You can read its reports at the following link:
Report Library - South Glamorgan Community Health
Council (nhs.wales)

Swansea Bay CHC reported on what it
heard from 60 people being cared for in
Morriston and Singleton Hospitals. You can
read its report at the following link:
Report Library - Swansea Bay Community
Health Council (nhs.wales)
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Summing up, and learning
from what we heard
As we saw the first case of the Omicron variant in Wales, and
headed towards our 2nd winter living with the impact of the Covid19 pandemic, the pressures on health and care services continued
to test all our resilience. Health and care staff were exhausted.
Even though GP practices and dental surgeries were seeing more
people, it was a struggle for far too many people to be able to get
an appointment when and how they needed it.
The pressures on Emergency departments were growing, and we
heard more and more about ambulances waiting outside hospitals
for longer and longer.
We heard more about the plans being made by NHS bodies to
tackle the long waits for treatment in Wales, and what was needed
to keep people as well as possible while they were waiting.
We also heard how good the arrangements continued to be to keep
us all safe through vaccination.
CHCs and the Board shared what they are hearing from people in
their local communities and across Wales with NHS leaders and
policy makers at least weekly, so that health services could respond
quickly to the things that matter most to people as quickly as
possible.
Local NHS bodies told the CHC in the area about the things they
planned to do to respond to the things the CHC had raised on
behalf of people in their local communities. Some examples
include:
▪ In the Aneurin Bevan area, the local health board took action
to increase the footprint of the waiting area in the Emergency
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Department as a short term solution to a lack of space. It said
it would share plans for a longer term solution with the CHC
▪ In the Cwm Taf Morgannwg area, the local health board
took action with representatives from E-consult to make the
system better at making sure there is a response to all patient
contacts
▪ In the Hywel Dda area, the local health board worked with
the Local Mental Health Partnership Board to strengthen the
arrangements for engaging and communicating with service
users and carers
▪ In the South Glamorgan area, the local health board used
the feedback from the CHCs report to look again at its equality
training packages for staff
▪ In the Swansea Bay area, the local health board set up a
‘task and finish’ group to agree actions to respond to the
things people had raised with the CHC.
You can find out more about what health boards have done to
respond to the issues people raised on the CHCs websites.
Nationally, the Welsh Government told us about the things it was
doing so that the NHS in Wales responded to the things people
were worried about – and recovered as quickly as possible from the
continuing impact of the pandemic. This included making more:
▪ money available for social care to help ease the pressure on
hospital beds through the winter
▪ money available for things like dentistry, endoscopy, cataract,
orthopaedic, cancer, stroke services and diagnostic and
imaging services so that these services could develop the way
they do things so that they can treat more people
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▪ services available in pharmacies.
CHCs continue to be concerned about many of the services people
told us about during this period. They have been under pressure
now for a long time – despite the efforts of everyone involved in
health and social care. This means that too many people are still
struggling to get the care they need when they need it and how
they need it. CHCs will continue to monitor their NHS services
locally to see if the actions taken by decision makers to make
things better are making the difference needed.
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Thanks
We thank everyone who took the time to
share their views and experiences with us
about their health and care services and to
share their ideas.
We thank the healthcare staff who are
working so hard to care for people and
their loved ones as we all look to recover
from the impact of the pandemic.
We hope the feedback people have taken
time to share influences healthcare
services to recognise and value what they
do well – and take action where they need
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to as quickly as they can to make things
better.
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Feedback
We’d love to hear what you think about
this publication, and any suggestions about
how we could have improved it, so we can
use this to make our future work better.
This report is available in Welsh and
English.
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Contact details
Board of Community Health Councils in
Wales
33 / 35 Cathedral Road
Cardiff
CF11 9HB
02920 235 558

enquiries@waleschc.org.uk

www.boardchc.wales

@CHC_Wales

We welcome telephone calls in Welsh.
If you write to us in Welsh, we will answer in Welsh. This
will not lead to a delay in responding to your
correspondence.
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Board of Community Health Councils in Wales
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